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 -  Choose a background and font for your card. -  Create as many cards as you need with a variety of content types and sizes. -  Combine multiple cards into multipacks. -  Add your own watermark to the final card. -  Delete and move cards from the library. -  Quickly edit your cards, like changing the text, background, frame, or shapes. -  The card preview allows you to instantly see how your card
will look on an existing page. -  Import and export card designs. -  Integrate your card design with your website's Magento themes. -  Set the minimum card dimensions and be aware of the maximum card dimensions. -  Create responsive and retina ready cards. -  Use as many or as few of the full features as you need. -  Use as many or as few of the card builder features as you need. ## Preview
-  Preview your card in the full WYSIWYG editor to make sure everything is how you want it. ## Customize -  Adjust the font and font size in the CSS editor. -  Adjust the image size in the CSS editor. -  Adjust the color palette to match your color scheme. -  Adjust the placeholder color, if it is different from the background color. -  Customize the card frame to fit your design. -  Adjust the

dimensions of the card. -  Add a watermark to the card. -  Edit the card content and use blocks to build your cards. -  Add or remove blocks to build your cards. -  Use the text editor to build your text blocks. -  Use the shape tool to build your shapes. -  Use the frame tool to build your frame. -  Use the background tool to build your background. -  Add HTML elements to your card. -  Reorder blocks in
the order you want them. ## Export -  Export the cards as PNG files. -  Export the cards as PDF files. -  Export the cards as JPEG files. -  Export the cards as PDF files and images. -  Export a set 82157476af
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